For double diameter NW arrays with optimal geometrical dimensions and arrangement, the light absorption of individual NWs and the whole arrays is shown in the Fig. SI1 which demonstrates the well combinations of NWs for high light absorption. Figure SI1 . Absorption spectrum wavelength for optimal two diameter NW arrays including each individual NW in the optimized diameters.
Light absorption of individual NWs and the whole arrays in multi-diameter NW arrays
For double diameter NW arrays with optimal geometrical dimensions and arrangement, the light absorption of individual NWs and the whole arrays is shown in the Fig. SI1 which demonstrates the well combinations of NWs for high light absorption. Figure SI1 . Absorption spectrum wavelength for optimal two diameter NW arrays including each individual NW in the optimized diameters.
For four diameter NW arrays with optimal geometrical dimensions and arrangement, the light absorption of individual NWs and the whole array is shown in the Fig. SI2 . Figure SI2 . Absorption spectrum wavelength for optimal four diameter NW arrays including each individual NW in the optimized diameters.
